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Introduction / Abstract
House for Summer is a living tree sculpture created by Helen Lessick and planted in 1987 at the Hoyt
Arboretum in Portland Oregon. Materials include project description printed ephemera and field guides, 35 mm
slide images, digital imagery documenting the growth of the trees from 2006 – 2011, and press materials.

Helen Lessick
Helen Lessick is an artist and public art consultant, was educated at Reed College and UC Irvine, and worked
at the Washington State Arts Commission and then King County Office of Arts and Culture in public arts
programs. She later worked in Los Angeles and Houston, all the while maintaining a studio practice under the
business name of Structural Expressionism. Her studio and public practices deal with “site, ecology, geology
and user groups. Arts policy consulting, public art collection planning, management and assessments, working
with organizations and the community of artists to assist in the creation, curation, presentation, and
preservation of permanent, temporary and ephemeral projects and events.” Recent gallery exhibitions in 2011
occurred at Lewis and Clark College, Portland and littlebigspace, Albany,CA. Lessick also completed public art
projects with non-profit agencies in Hollywood, CA and Nairobi Kenya during 2011.

Scope and Content
Lessick submitted a project proposal to plant one of her four seasons living “tree houses” at the Hoyt
Arboretum in Portland, Oregon. The House for Summer was approved for construction in 1986, and planting of
its fifteen Himalayan birch trees was completed the next year. The trees are lashed to form the peaked roof of
a “house,” a structure that has become a focal point for local performances. The project’s growing trees are
trimmed and maintained by Arboretum staff and documented photographically by the artist each year.
Materials include project description printed ephemera and field guides, 35 mm slide images, digital imagery
documenting the growth of the trees from 2006 – 2011, and press materials.

Dates
1985 – 2011

Quantity / Extent
.125 cubic feet

Language
English

Arrangement
The Helen Lessick: House for Summer archive is organized into three folders:
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